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Just Ingest is a lightweight application which allows
ingesting media from video cameras and other sources.

It provides an intuitive interface
along with a powerful working engine.

Preview player
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Built-in video player makes it possible to quickly
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Clip processing
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media format using transcoding profile.
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Metadata enrichment
For each clip a set of metadata can be created

Metadata
creation
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defined
each clipvalues.
the set of metadata can be
constructed based on media metadata,
transcoding options and user defined values.

Metadata creation

Date
Name

Trees
Date 05.08.2015
Rerporter Alexander Madison
Name Trees
Geographic Location

Kongo
Reporter
Alexander Madison
People tags Alexander Madison, John Adam
Geographic Location Kongo
Keywords

Adams interwiew
People tags Alexander Madison, John Adam

Genre

Interwiew
Keywords Adams interwiew

Description

Metadata creation
constructed based on media metadata,

For each clip the set of metadata can be

transcoding options and user defined values.
For each clip the set of metadata can be
constructed based on media metadata,
transcoding options and user defined values.
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05.08.2015

New story about trees
Genre Interwiew

Attention

Not very interesting actually
Description New story about trees

Operator

James Shevchuk
Attention Not very interesting actually

Language

English
Operator James Shevchuk

Language

English

Technical specifications
Native support of portable media sources

Media targets

• SONY XDCAM disks

• Local folder

• SONY SxS memory cards

• Network folder (SMB/FTP)

Contact us
sales@justingest.pro

• SONY SD memory cards
• Panasonic P2 memory cards

Media formats for source files
Media formats for targets
Native support of portable media sources
• MXF XDCAM
• DVCAM
• SONY XDCAM disks
(DVCAM/XDCAM HD, MPEG IMX)
• DVCPRO HD
• SONY SxS memory cards
• MXF P2 Native support of portable media sources • MPEG IMX
• SONY SD memory cards
(DVCAM, •DVCPRO/50/HD,
AVC Intra)
• MPEG HD
SONY XDCAM disks
• Panasonic P2 memory cards
• MPEG HD422
• SONY SxS memory cards
• SONY SD memory cards
• Panasonic P2 memory cards
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